
The Gods of Everrun
Greater- and Lesser- Deities of the Primary Pantheon

The Kingdom of Everrun is not a single country – but transitional Empire spanning the land mass and peoples of seven 
much older countries - Begnion (who Capital of Sienna houses houses the Silver Temple), Kilvas, Phoenicis, Goldoa, Gallia, 
Crimea and Asmin.  These so-called Kingdoms of Old are now officially Duchies under the rule of the King of Everrun, 
following his marriage to the Princess – and Heir – of each of their royal houses over one hundred years ago.  Each of the 
Kingdoms of Old were themselves once great Empires – spanning smaller kingdoms and city-states that their various 
leaders invaded, purchased, enslaved, conquered, allied with or otherwise acquired and amalgamated over the thousands 
of years of recorded history and beyond.  It should come as no surprise, then, that across so diverse an empire there are 
literally thousands of deities which represent the typical poly-theistic pantheon of a continent's worth of civilizations.  Many 
of the invasions and conquests that brought the component governments together in the first place were fought over 
household and family gods, which represent every spirit, place and idea within the scope of mortal-kinds' imagination or 
observation.  

For thousands of years wars have been fought and families torn apart by the very idea of the divine, and the religious 
leaders of the Kingdom of Everrun have struggled for dozens of (human) lifetimes to consolidate the world's gods into a 
manageable Pantheon that will simultaneously appease thousands of diverse cultures and solidify the throne of the King of 
Everrun as divine right.  Despite their best efforts, it is still not uncommon for the various Duchies, Counties, Baronies and 
even individual cities or neighborhoods to represent their own deities with shrines or entire temples.  Altars and Sanctums, 
while sometimes discreet, are often prominent fixtures within the larger cities of the empire – often dwarfing even the 
Silver Halls in both size and opulence (not to mention attendance).   

The Silver Temple and Silver Halls – The Primary Temples of Everrun

In a world so infused with religion – especially after the Purge – there are many thousands of temples, altars, sanctuaries 
and holy sites of every kind.  Chief among these, though are the Silver Halls and the Silver Temple – holy places where the 
primary Pantheon are represented within Everrun.  

The Silver Temple - 

The religious center of the Kingdom, and some say all the world, is the Silver Temple in Everrun's capital of Sienna. 
At 325 meters tall, the great silver spire is the tallest mortal-built structure in all of Everrun, and was built to be 
the mortal reproduction of the great Silver Tower in which the Divines make their home.  Said to have been a 
thousand year project – though records indicate it was closer to sixty – the tower itself is clad in over 19,000 
tonnes of pure silver and another 9,000 tonnes of white marble.  Inside, is more white marble – another 2,000 
tonnes worth and over 1,000 tonnes of Gaja ivory – whose harvesting lead to the extinction of Everrun's Great 
Woolly Gaja. 

All of this opulence and expense is not without reason - the Silver Temple represents the point within Everrun that 
the physical- and spirit- worlds intersect – literally the point at which the Gods' Silver Tower touches the earth.  In 
this one point on all the world the High Priests and Priestesses are able to look upon the faces of the divine and 
hear their voice directly.  There are twelve great shrines within the Temple – opulent representations of the worlds 
of the divine where mortals can come to leave offerings or seek the guidance of the primary gods of Everrun 
through the temple's six hundred priests.

The Silver Halls - 

Scattered throughout the Kingdom's cities are the great Silver Halls.  Buildings – usually clad or painted in silver – 
where smaller versions of the Silver Temple's sanctuaries can be observed by commoners and pilgrims unable to 
make the trip to Sienna.  The halls – built to represent various passages within the Labyrinth where the dead can 
take relief from their trials – house altars to each of the twelve primary gods and often smaller sanctuaries for the 
lesser gods of that region.  

The silver halls house the White Cloaks – and to most commoners represent the closest they will ever come to the 
divines.

The White Cloaks - 

Both within the Temple and the Silver Halls are the priests and clerics of Everrun – named the White Cloaks for the 
traditional white surplice they wear as symbols of their faith.  The white cloaks are the truly devout and are able to 
communicate directly with the gods at their altars – through prayer and visions they are truly blessed beings.

To become a White Cloak involves years of devotion to a chosen god and complete sacrifice of all worldly things.  
An initiate into the White must first don a rough-spun brown tabard (and nothing more, according to some faiths) 
and venture into the world to spread the word of their patron.  In time, they are issued the gray surplice of an 
apprentice Ordinary – during which time they will serve at a temple in one of the Silver Halls.  Upon completion of 
their apprenticeship they are awarded a white surplice and assigned to a temple as the regional or local priest. 

The highest of the white cloaks are the High Priests of each temple or god, which report directly to the Archiereus – 
the highest religious official in all of Everrun.  The Archiereus sits at the left hand of the King and governs all 
religious matters in the Kingdom.

 The Afterlife – Where do we go from here? 

After nearly a thousand years of debate and war, The White Cloaks of the Silver Temple have at last achieved what no 
previous religious scholars (read: fanatics) could – they've gotten all of the Kingdom's religions to agree on a single point.  



And that point is quite an important one, speaking from a theocratic perspective; the Afterlife.  It is agreed that the gods 
themselves – great and small – reside simultaneously above and below the world in a great spire – the Silver Tower – which 
is surrounded by a great maze or Labyrinth through which the souls of the dead must traverse before they can enter any 
one of several afterlives.  

The Silver Tower -

During the period now called the First Age, mankind worshiped a different Pantheon – one that is almost 
completely forgotten in this Second Age.  The First Gods, as they are called, lived in a tall mountain where it 
intersected with the clouds – and are said to have been totalitarian in their governing of Man.  They reshaped the 
world and enslaved mankind for great building projects and wars – denying mortals even the basic comfort of fire 
and textiles to keep them reliant on their deities for everyday survival.  But as the Pantheon aged, their children 
spread over the world as lesser gods – heroes that fought in their parents' names and slaughtered wild creatures 
or tamed Wild Places for the gods. 

One of these heroes – the second son of the King of the Old Gods - took pity on the men that he saw walking his 
father's word.  He was kind to them, glorified them for their bravery on the battlefield and sang with them in the 
feasting halls.  It is said that this god, named Hadenus, even took a human woman for his wife and bore her 
children.  

When the campaign was over, however, and Hadenus returned to his father's court to report his victories, the King 
of the Old Gods ordered Hadenus imprisoned, his family killed.  Hadenus' crime?  Befriending the humans of this 
world and “diluting the blood” by taking one as his wife.  Hadenus spent years in his father's prison, weeping for 
his lost family and, it is said, the plight of mankind under his father's rule.  So from his cell he gathered support 
from his brothers and sisters – the great heroes of the world – to rebel against his father's tyranny.  The war that 
followed came to be known as The First Rebellion.  

At the end of the First Age, as the First Gods were cast into the Abyss of the Outside, Hectus and Hadenus 
gathered the remaining Twelve into their new home – a place separated from this world to prevent the New Gods 
from ruling over man with the same tyranny that saw the end of the First Age. Infinitely tall and wide, the Silver 
Tower became the home – or vacation home, to some – of all the gods of the Pantheon.  Within its shining silver 
walls reside every imaginable luxury and horror for the gods – great and small - to take their rest and amusement.  
From this great tower the gods watch over the world above and the underworld below – casting judgment and 
attracting followers alike.

Said to have been built by none other than Blemma himself, the tower represents all that it means to be a god – 
opulence, splendor, impossibility and majesty.  From its top – an impossible place in a tower infinitely tall – in a 
room of lavish white marble the god Hadenos holds his dominion over the gods themselves as King in a great 
feasting hall built as tribute to the humans of earth whose worship gave him the strength to cast his father out.

The Great Maze - 

At all levels around the Silver Tower there grows a mystical labyrinth of stone and – some say – the very souls of 
the Fallen.  There, every creature that dies is judged based on their actions in life, often forced to relive their 
failures or confronted with very personal obstacles which they must overcome in order to enter the Silver Tower - 
and their particular flavor of afterlife.

The maze is different at every level – and for every religion and follower – but it is said to be prowled by creatures 
both great and terrible.  The gods themselves often make their sport in the maze – tormenting or assisting their 
followers according to their whims.  The truly wicked cannot escape the maze unaided, for they are consumed by 
the ravenous beasts that are said to feed on the energy of their wickedness in life and prowl the Labyrinth after 
their death searching for their damned spirits.  In the gullets of their personal monsters, evil men are said to suffer 
for eternity as they are digested or worse - forever tortured by their own failings in life until they become monsters 
themselves, feeding on the failings of other men.

But judging the dead is a secondary purpose for the Great Maze.  Instead, its silver halls are meant to act as a 
barrier – a great division between the gods and the world of men.  Built by Blemma but planned by Hectus, the 
twisting passageways of the Labyrinth filters the energy that worship generates for the gods – muting their power, 
and keeping their full attention from the world.  In this way, the Labyrinth and the Silver Tower act as a control for 
The Gods of the Twelve, preventing the terrors of The First Age from repeating themselves on this new world.



The Pantheon of Twelve – The Primary Gods of Everrun

Faced with many thousands of gods and deities, the Archiereus – aided by his High Priests – have narrowed down the 
officially recognized pantheon to twelve.  This Pantheon of Twelve is comprised of the twelve most frequently worshiped – 
and therefore most powerful - gods in the Kingdom.  These twelve, according to the Archiereus, rule over all the others as 
royalty and therefore deserve more respect than the “common gods”.

The Twelve are:

Hadenos the Godking - 

Born from the Creator – the terrible beast that fathered each of the true gods, the Godking took the throne 
from his father by raw warrior might.  Looked to by warriors both on the battlefield and in the political 
arenas Hadenos is called on by the Archiereus himself for all matters of religion.  Seldom is the world 
graced with his providence – but when it is, the very foundation stones of the Great Temple are said to 
shake under their weight. 

Hadenos is usually depicted as a ancestral warrior, armored in furs with a great horned bronze helm.  The 
oldest representations of Hadenos show him riding a chariot of gaja tusks, drawn by dire wolves across a 
battlefield of the dead.  In the oldest stories, though, Hadenos is said to be an impressively armored dire 
wolf himself – leaving some contemporary theologists to believe he may be the origin of werewolf lore – the 
original beast-to-man transformation.

Most stories speak of Hadenos the Godking as a man's man – spending his days at the head of a huge 
banquet table piled high with fresh meat and his nights in passionate love-making with his wife.  A great 
story-teller himself, Hadenos delivered the first tales of battle to mankind as a retelling of his conquest of 
the Creator. 

Aspects – Hadenos is the embodiment of War, Lust, Bloodshed and Passion as well as iron and mining.
Imagery – An iron crown over crossed silver swords.
Temples – A temple to Hadenos exists in the Silver Temple, each of the Silver Halls and in his rumored birthplace in 
Gods Garden.
Followers – Warriors and career soldiers the world over offer their prayers to Hadenos, as do politicians seeking 
greatness and would-be lovers seeking guidance on “the hunt”.  Many mercenaries believe themselves to be 
followers of Hadenos's ways – often wearing bronze helmets (or symbols there-of) to represent their connection to 
him.

Lenoryna the Mother Queen - 

Sister and wife to Hadenos the Godking, Lenoryna is widely recognized as the Queen of Everrun's Pantheon. 
Appearing as a young woman dressed in white, often with a crown of laurels at her temples, Lenoryna is the 
mother of man – with any number of creation stories depicting her alternatively breathing life into a clay 
representation of each of the mortal races – or birthing them directly as a result of her passionate nights 
with Hadenos.  Lenoryna is more subtle than her husband but equally as passionate. 

The earliest recorded stories of Lenoryna describe her – as a white dove clutching white glass in her beak – 
perched on Hadenos's shoulders in his war against the Creator.  She is worshiped by mothers seeking 
health for their children, women seeking love, wives praying for the safe return of their soldier husbands, 
and healers seeking health for their patients.

Oral traditions of Lenoryna refer to her as a child-goddess and stories tell that every lifetime on Rebirthing 
Day – an ancient holiday corresponding with the Everrun's “Purification Day” in time of Februus during the 
second month – she would be reborn to a mortal mother who was otherwise unable to bear children.  She 
would then live her life as a mortal until her Day of Adulthood when Hadenos would come down from the 
Silver Tower to reclaim his (again virginal) bride.

Aspects – Lenoryna is the embodiment of Love, Devotion, Marriage, Healing and Life.  Some believe her to 
have originally been a goddess of the harvest and fertility – a title she passed on to her eldest daughter on 
her birth.
Imagery – A silver or white dove, often carrying a rose or a wedding ring in its beak.
Temples – Altars to Lenoryna exist everywhere that Hadenos's do – as well as in most hospitals and clinics.
Followers – Wives and mothers – especially expectant mothers – pay homage to Lenoryna.  Many farmers still view 
her as their patron and all healers, clerics and priests pray to her for healing – as do some doctors and surgeons.

Baeletch the Lightbringer - 

As twin brother to Hadenos the Godking, Baeletch was born mortal and was cast from the Silver Tower into 
the great maze when his mother discovered him wrapped in his brother's afterbirth.  There, he tamed the 
wild-burning fire that the gods used to torture wicked men and harnessed it into a tool for his escape.  
Banished from the tower – unknowing that his brother had since overthrown the Creator and cast him into 
the Outside – Baeletch instead traveled to the mortal world.  There, he delivered fire and light to his 
brother's followers.  In this act of defiance against the outcast Creator the people of the world exulted him – 
awakening the spark of divinity within him until he could once again stand in the tower of the gods.



Usually depicted as a strong, bare-chested blacksmith with a full beard and either a flaming hammer or a 
torch, Baeletch is the patron god of flame and followed by inventors, tinkerers and explorers for his 
innovation – any who seek to mimic his transformation of fire from destructive force into constructive tool. 
Some early renderings of Baeletch show him as a runt wolf, driven from the pack and into the flames.  

Contemporary theologians show him forging the weapons that the gods themselves use in battle – and 
some even theorize that it was Baeletch, or his followers, that forged the Swords of Men. 

Aspects – Fire and the Forge, Innovation, Craftsmanship
Imagery – A black anvil surrounded in a white flame, a crossed hammer and torch, a blue flame or (more 
rarely) a flaming sword.
Temples – Shrines to Baeletch exist in every forge and craftsman's shop in Everrun – with an especially impressive 
example being a giant bronze statue of the god forging Hadenos's Kingsword on display in Zarzi's town center.
Followers – Craftsmen, tinkerers, inventors, blacksmiths, teachers and explorers all brandish Baeletch's blue flame 
in hopes of attracting his good graces.

Sitse the Trickster - 

The youngest daughter of Hadenos and Lenoryna, the trickster goddess of the wind, sky, weather, lies and 
secrets is known by many names – the most common of with is Sitse.  Those that report seeing her talk of a 
shadowy figure with a large falcon or crow on her shoulder – though any carrion bird will do in a pinch.  

Sitse is linked with wealth and good fortune – and is known by a smaller subset of her followers as Rexis the 
Lucky.  This attracts gamblers and small business owners to carry her talisman.  

Sitse is a relatively new goddess into the pantheon – added perhaps four hundred years ago – and so there 
are very few classical portrayals of her figure.  In some early carvings of Lenoryna she is seen to be 
carrying or nursing a babe – and later carvings show a young girl peeking over or around the goddess' legs. 
These early carvings are believed to be the origin of the goddess – and her playful appearance in them the 
source of inspiration for her trickster nature.  

Some say she has a twin brother by the name of Raxas – but this appears to be a contemporary addition to 
her story, as no classical tradition – oral or written – supports it.  

Aspects – Trickery, Wind, Sky, weather, lies, secrets, luck and agriculture.  Recently, she's come to be 
known as a vengeful goddess – so those seeking revenge call on her.
Imagery – Any of a number of (black) carrion birds, a tarnished copper sixpense bearing a woman's head, 
sun shining behind a cloud, and recently a black dagger in a gloved hand.
Temples – Outside of the Silver Temple and the Silver Halls, few true altars to Sitse exist – though smaller shrines 
to Rexis the Lucky do crop up around gambling halls and in thieves' guilds.
Followers – Thieves, gamblers, racketeers, small businessmen, beggars and the disenfranchised.  More recently 
spies and rangers have taken to favoring her – as well as those seeking vengeance.

Hectus the Mystery God - 

Few worship the God of Death, Puzzles and the Underworld, yet he is believed to be the most powerful of 
the Gods – lending his great strength to his younger brother Hadenos in the war against the Creator – by 
infusing the power of his voice into Kingsword, the weapon that killed the Creator.  Hectus is the only deity 
said to be capable of killing (not casting out, but utterly destroying) another of the Pantheon of Twelve.  For 
this reason, many fear him – and few build temples to his name.

While stories vary on who currently stands guard at the gates of the Labyrinth there are none that will 
dispute that Hectus is the lord of all the souls that wander within it.  Many oral traditions of Hectus describe 
him as the creator of the great maze as a way of separating the gods from their followers – thus limiting 
their power in an attempt to prevent their tyrannical rule over the mortal realm from sparking another 
uprising – the likes of which saw the Creator cast into the Outside.

All early carvings and statues depicting Hectus have been marred – and all but the most contemporary 
written traditions were destroyed in the Purge when the elven library in Susa was burned to the ground. 
Most modern scholars believe that the Kingfather took offense at Hectus for granting seers “false” visions 
of his son and ordered him erased from the Pantheon.  If this is true, he was unsuccessful in removing him 
from the pantheon – but wildly successful in removing his image from the history books.  Most modern 
depictions of him honor this removal by depicting a hooded man with a chisel-marred face.  This author's 
personally preferred image is that on the wall of the Silver Temple – where a slab of white marble has been 
carved in the early stages of a hooded bust – but the face has been left as rough, unfinished marble with no 
discernible features.  

As the god of the dead, Hectus is most often worshiped by the old and the sick or infirm – and shrines often 
appear to him in hospitals, graveyards and in the Tombs where his Whitecloaks – the only priests who are 
issued deep crimson red surplice in place of white – prepare the dead of all faiths for burial. Construction 
workers and mathematicians also revere him as the great builder of the Labyrinth, with some claiming he 



built the Silver Tower – though officially that honor belongs to Blemma.

Adventurers often look to Hectus when confronted with overwhelming puzzles or riddles in their travels.

The oldest oral traditions say that Hectus will only walk the mortal world – or any land outside the Labyrinth 
– in the End of Times.  In the end he will escort the guardian of the Labyrinth in final judgment of the world. 
Because of this, Judges often look to him for guidance in lawmaking.  For this reason, he sends others – 
often lesser gods or demi-gods – to deliver his messages.  Mages of old revered him as the patron of Magic 
– saying he created Magic to give himself a tool to create the Labyrinth.  

Aspects – Death, puzzles, the underworld, judgment, law, mathematics, construction, magic and 
exploration.
Imagery – Unfinished carvings, a hammer and chisel, a coin with a marred face and a bronze scale.
Temples – Outside of the Silver Temple and the Silver Halls his altars can be seen in tombs, hospitals, graveyards 
and construction sites.
Followers – Construction workers, morticians, mathematicians, judges, adventurers, locksmiths, the sick and the 
dying.  More recently, the mages of Asmin.

Aeith the Chaste - 

The youngest sister of Hadenos and Lenoryna – Aeith was found on the great battlefield in the aftermath of the 
Creator's destruction.  It is believed that when Hadenos's Kingsword tore through the Creator, Aeith spilled out to 
be born from the blood-soaked earth.  This brutal and terrible origin is a far cry from the beautiful imagery that 
often depicts her – and the gentle soul that stories give her.  

The virgin goddess of beauty and sexuality, the home and the hearth, Aeith is often associated with wedding 
ceremonies in part due to her puritan beauty and her intact maidenhood.  The very earliest of oral tradition tells 
that she is a white hawk flying over the Silver Tower in the early days of Hadenos's rule – but early carvings show 
her as a beautiful young maiden in silver armor, wielding slender a silver longsword to protect her virginity from 
the wanton Hadenos.

Even the earliest stories of Aeith tell of her marriage to Hectus – and tradition holds that the two have never met – 
having been married in the Labyrinth as payment for a lost soul to be freed to its final peace.  The two will not set 
eyes upon each other until the End of Times – when it is said she will be the mother of a new world after Hectus 
destroys this one.  Scholars can only assume that Aeith the Mother will no longer be chaste.

Mothers and housewives appeal to her to bring tranquility to their homes and pray to her for the safe return of 
traveling husbands and sons and unrequited lovers and admirers often seek guidance – and patience – from Aeith.

Aspects – Dawn, Springtime, beauty, sexuality, virginity, house and the hearth.  Patience and protection.
Imagery – Flowers of various types – usually early blooming white flowers, as well as white ribbon tied in a 
bow around the wrist or ankle.
Temples – Most young girls keep shrines to her in their closets, and young mothers and wives in their kitchens.
Followers – Young brides, young mothers, farmers, young lovers.

Yenita the Wise - 

The androgynous deity of the hunt, wisdom and commerce – Yenita is equally depicted as a man and a 
woman in all early tales.  In the Silver Temple and most of the Silver Halls Yenita is depicted as both man 
and woman in various ways.  Sometimes, this is taken literally – with half of the body (usually the upper 
half) bearing female qualities while the other half bears male – while other (more tasteful) renditions show 
the deity as indistinguishable in gender (and fully clothed).

Early stories tell of Yenita – often traveling with caravans - selling something that would later turn out to be 
more than the buyer bargained for.  The very earliest oral traditions of Jacque and the Sky Giant tell of the 
hero buying his magic gourd seeds from none other than the Androgynous deity of Everrun – and the Giant 
got his ivory-egg-laying duck from the same market caravan!

Because Yenita roams the wild places, this deity has come to be related to the hunt – and often hunters 
claim to see a hunched, robed figure with cloth over their face pointing the way to an injured quarry and 
travelers tell stories of a faceless mystery figure fending off an attacking predator.

There are those within the scholarly professions that have postulated that Yenita is actually a group of 
lesser gods – as few as two and as many as six – who have tricked the world into believing they are only 
one.  Priests – especially those that worship at Yenita's temples – say that this theory undermines Yenita's 
purpose – showing the world that gender holds no bearing on the divine.

Aspects – The hunt, wisdom, commerce and unexpected bargains.
Imagery – Usually a gilded bow or a figure with a masked face.
Temples – Altars are rare – though this author has heard (unconfirmed) reports of Yenita's likeness being 
common in brothels where commerce and androgyny come together.
Followers – Hunters, travelers, scholars and merchants as well as (allegedly) prostitutes. 



Alethea the Bright - 

The primary goddess of the sun, Alethea the Bright is the patron of all who look to the heavens for guidance.  
Believed to be the patron goddess of clerics and priests.  Her earliest worshipers told that she is the incarnation of 
a ray of sunshine – the first, they said, to shine on Lenoryna's face after the First Rebellion – and the earliest 
stories of her depict her as an elf with radiant golden skin.  More contemporary carvings show her as a young 
human or – more rarely – elven woman surrounded by radiant lines, often with a halo of gold or silver.  

Alethea is the Goddess of Fertility and of the Harvest – making her the primary goddess of agriculture the world 
over.  She is worshiped especially in summer – when the summer high solstice holiday commemorates the longest 
day of continuous sunshine.  Her High Priests claim that on this day – above all days – her full attention is on the 
world, and she will grant her follower's prayers if they are worthy.  For this reason, her most devout – or those 
looking for an excuse – will bask nude in the sun on this day, hoping to absorb her light and favor into themselves.

All contemporary depictions of Alethea show her clad in a white wrap, working the fields or guiding a plow-horse.  
More classical carvings – including those in the Silver Temple – show her (at least partially) nude and radiant, 
driving back creatures of darkness with her light and her voice.  Her golden – or more often brass – sun symbol 
adorns the doors of most temples, the gates of most graveyards and the thresholds of most tombs as a reminder 
that it is her light that keeps the dead from rising.

Many stories tell of Alethea the Bright traveling the world in disguise, often as a farmer's daughter or a peasant 
girl on the road to market.  In these stories, she befriends and – in one way or another – seduces other travelers on 
the road.  If one were to believe even half of the stories told of these earthbound adventures of the Goddess of 
Light, Alethea is the most prolific of the gods, having borne perhaps two dozen children by mortal men.  Most of 
these have stories of their own – strong warriors and famous adventurers doing good works in their mother's name 
on earth.  

Aspects – Life, the sun, farming and agriculture, the harvest, the plow, miracles and summer.
Imagery – A golden noonday sun, a plow, various fertility-related imagery – including the may pole.
Temples – Clinics specializing in fertility, farmers, 
Followers – Farmers, midwives, those studying miracles and sunbathers.

Blemma the Mason - 

Before the First Rebellion, Blemma was the Mason of the Silver Tower – tasked with building the great 
monument and the maze that surrounds it by the Creator himself.  He was a kind god – known to his 
brothers and sisters as Blemma the Soft for his warm heart and easy laugh.  It is told by the High Priests 
that he was full of life and love – especially for his sister Alethea.  But in the early days of the rebellion, 
Blemma learned of his brother's impending attack on the Creator and he was filled with grief and fear – 
feeling his brother would surely not survive the war.  

Resolute in his love for his younger brother, Blemma built a great stone tomb over the earth.  As a symbol 
of his brother's betrayal, he set the cathedral to revolve around the earth opposite the sun - away from 
Alethea's light.  When the great tomb was complete it's grandeur was second only to the Silver Tower itself 
– a massive monument of grey stone cut from the Mountains of Creation.  Inside, the walls were richly 
carved with reliefs of the young Hadenos's many battles and conquests as a monument to his greatness.  In 
the halls of the great crypt, he stocked all the rich mead and meat his brother would need for an eternity of 
great feasts as he awaited the coming of the End of Times – and his release.  

On the day that Hadenos was to rise up against their Creator, Blemma took to the field in command his 
Father's armies – as was his birthright as Firstborn Heir of the Silver Throne.  The Rebellion was hard fought, 
and many fell to Kingsword before Alethea's great sun set on the battlefield – the great fires were said to 
have burned over the earth for fourty days and fourty nights before they finally abated.  In the end, 
Hadenos's First Rebellion was a success, and Blemma lay among the dead at the Godking's feet.  Like all 
who fell that day, Blemma's spirit was cast into the Abyss of the Outside – where the dead gods sleep.  And 
there it remained in the days that followed as Hadenos's remorse turned the skies to blackness and his 
cries of grief shook the heavens and the earth with a great deluge.
Heart-sick for his betrayal, Hadenos the Godking entombed Blemma's remains in The Great Tomb – the very 
cathedral meant for himself.  The High Priests say that the Godking spent many of those first nights there – 
lamenting his brother's death by his own hand.  Until at last at midnight on the first day of winter, Hadenos 
the Godking cried out:

“Brother!  There can be no forgiveness for what I have done!  Hate me for all your days if you must 
– but rise up Brother, and know my grief!”

These were Hadenos's first words as Godking, his first commandment since taking the Silver Throne from 
the Creator - and they pierced the darkness of the Abyss and drew Blemma back from sleep, forcing him to 
rise in answer to his King.  But what returned from the Abyss was not wholly Blemma, but instead a living 
visage of death – filled with the grief of Hadenos's Betrayal, and twisted in form by his time in the Outside. 
When he beheld his brother's new form, the Godking fled – some say in fear, others in contempt – and 
slammed shut the great silver gate behind him, forever imprisoning his brother in the Great Tomb within the 
Moon.

Carvings of Blemma show him building the maze, and carving the blocks for the Silver Tower itself.  He is 



worshiped by masons and stone workers as well as those mourning the death of a loved one.  It is said that 
his clerics can raise the dead under their control.

Aspects – Stone, masonry, construction, death, mourning, the moon, silver.
Imagery – A silver disk, a crescent moon, a masonic hammer.
Temples – Masonic guild halls, tombs.
Followers – Masons, stone workers, construction workers, necromancers.

Chele the Bastard - 

There are many in the study of contemporary theology who have dedicated their careers to finding 
alternative origin stories for the god called Chele – the last God to be added to the Pantheon in the early 
days of the Twelve.  Modern researchers have postulated that the origin of the god of the City, Government 
and Fermentation may be unworthy of the divine, while the High Priests of the Silver Temple believe that to 
dilute the story would be to dilute all that makes the Chele important to his worshipers.  Therefore, in these 
pages will be recorded the earliest recognized stories of Chele's deification as recorded on the walls of the 
Silver Temple in Sienna.

During construction of the Silver Temple tradesmen – ranging from construction workers to silversmiths and 
even hunters and cooks – came from all of Everrun to participate in a building project larger than the world 
had ever known.  The small town of Sienna could not handle the surge of visitors and workers, so a tent city 
sprang up around the farming community in what is now Old Town.  These dirty tent villages housed the 
economically challenged of those who came looking for work on the project.  The tent towns – which came 
to be known as Lindir-villes after the King at the time – where known for their lawlessness and riots, and the 
town guard was quickly overrun by the sheer numbers of craftsmen filling the muddy streets.  

So in an effort to quell these violent outbursts, King Lindir IV sent great casks of Ale and Mead into the 
Lindir-villes, believing that if they were passed out drunk the tradesmen would not be burning down the 
remaining buildings in town.  The plan was a simple one, but it seemed to be a wild success!  The first night 
alone, crime dropped significantly as the tradesmen drank and sang themselves into a heavy stupor.  One 
such drunken tradesmen was a young bastard, whose mother had left him in a Sienna orphanage at seven 
only to be adopted by the Mason's Guild three years later.  On that night, at the ripe age of nine-and-
twenty, Chile Stoneborn tied one on and woke up a god of the Twelve.

Little is actually known about how Chele came to be standing before Hectus in the Silver Tower – and after 
drinking so much mead, Chele certainly doesn't remember himself – but what is known is that when Chele 
walked out onto the streets of Lindir-ville south that day he was just a simple stonemason, but by dawn he 
was a god of the Twelve, taking his place at the banquet hall atop the Silver Tower.  

Aspects – Cities, construction, masonry, fermentation and debauchery.
Imagery – A spilled flagon or a broken wine bottle.  Occasionally a mason's hammer.
Temples – Temples to Chele can be found in dark corners of bars, beer-halls, taverns and orphanages the 
world over.
Followers – Brewers, bartenders, stone masons, coopers, cobblers, drunks, bastards and orphans.

Zeanthus the Beast - 

For centuries, trappers, traders and explorers In the remote forests of Gallia have reported seeing great and 
exotic beasts among the redwood trees.  Here – between Hurri and Zarzi – there is rumored to be the 
entrance to an ancient hunting ground – a trapper's paradise where Zeanthos tracks his game.

The god of wild animals, predators and livestock, Zeanthos is often depicted as a man with beast's horns, 
leopard's spots and feline legs and tail.  A trapper by trade, Zeanthos hunts all manner of beasts – including 
man – to use in his creators.  By combining the bones and skins of the creatures of this world, he builds the 
great Hounds that stalk the Labyrinth to torture the wicked and protect the righteous.

Zeanthos is worshiped by trappers, animal tamers, farmers of domestic livestock and travelers seeking safe 
passage through the wild.  The Elven Rangers in the Savage Lands place tokens bearing images of his 
beast-like head near Wild Places as warnings to passing travelers.

Aspects – Animals, beasts of burden, wild places, trapping and tracking.
Imagery – A man's head with goat-like curved horns or stag antlers.
Temples – Temples of Zeanthus exist in wild places the world over.
Followers – Trappers, explorers, animal tamers and farmers.

Burtalos the Seafarer - 

The earliest evidence of mankind worshiping any deity comes from the eastern shores of the isle of Asmin. 
There, deep in the cliff-caves overlooking the ocean, exist a cave panting depicting a many-headed serpent 
– what we now call a Hydra – attacking the nearby port town.  In the painting, a great many sailing vessels 
litter the beach and or drift on the ocean waves as rubble – destroyed by the creature.  Atop the cliffs – 
where researchers have discovered ruins of an ancient temple – the cave drawings show a man in scaled 
armor holding aloft a radiant golden spear, its light driving back the great beast while the townsfolk 



genuflect at the warrior's feet. 

This cave mural is thought to be the first rendition of the hero Atlane – the first High Priest of the sea god 
Burtalos, for which the sea-side town of Burtal is named.  The spear that Atlane is using to drive back the 
sea beast is Deephaven – Burtalos' own fishing spear of legend.  That spear and Atlane's Armor are both 
now on display in the Silver Temple on a statue of the Hero that adorns his patron's alcove.

The god of the sea, weather and sailing, Burtalos is the youngest of Hadenos's male siblings to hold a 
position in the Pantheon of Twelve.  Stories of his creation are varied, but the most widely accepted tale has 
him crawling out of the sea during the First Rebellion to lead the great beasts of the sea against The 
Creator alongside Hadenos' army.  Those tales often depict Burtalos as a great man-headed sea serpent 
himself, though most contemporary carvings show a man with an elongated fish tail in place of legs.  Many 
is the story of a lost sailor or wayward fishermen that reports following that fish tail to safety from a sudden 
storm – or back to land after days or weeks adrift at sea.

Burtalos is worshiped by sailors, pirates, fishermen and anyone who makes their livelihood on the water.  
Ship builders appeal to Burtalos for guidance in constructing a vessel that will weather the great storms the 
sea god will cast at them.

Aspects – The sea, weather, sea creatures, sailing, sailing ships, fishing and creatures of the water.
Imagery – A fishing net hanging over a long harpoon with a seashell point.
Temples – Temples to Burtalos exist in seaside towns, shipyards, fisheries and pirate hideouts.
Followers – Sailors, pirates, fishermen, shipwrights and divers.

Common Gods – The supporting cast of the Divine.

Within a pantheon of literally thousands there are those that are not fully recognized as true "gods" by the Archiereus. 
These hedge deities and rogue gods usually fall into one of three categories:

1.) Outsiders - "demons" from a world beyond this one, outsiders are usually dark in nature and seldom 
come to the Prime Material with honorable intentions. 
2.) Powerful immortals or deified mortals -  Creatures that have claimed the title of god unchallenged. 
These may be strong magic users or powerful magical creatures that the true gods just can't be bothered to 
"tidy up" or strong immortals that the gods truly fear.  
3.) Outcast gods - Every family has its black sheep...

This writing will not delve into great depth on most of these – as the primary concern of these pages has already 
been fulfilled in delivering the Pantheon of Twelve.  However, some of the official “common gods” are sufficiently 
worshiped – or sufficiently interesting – that no treatise on the Pantheon would be complete without their mention.

Raxas The Traveler -

Believed by some tribes to be the twin brother of Rexis, Raxas was actually born mortal, long before 
recorded history.  Legend has it that he discovered a Heavenstone - a cold-iron meteorite that fell to the 
earth during one of the Pantheon Wars - and was deified by the power in the stone.  Called Raxas the 
Traveler by most theologians, a smaller subset of his worshipers knew him as Raxas the Just.  Only a 
scant few worshipers bend their knee to Raxas when there are so many other, primary gods to worship. 
 With so few worshipers, contemporary scholars believe that he is best classified as a demi-god or - 
according to a more recent movement - a Dead God, as there are no worshipers to keep him active.

Raxas the Traveler was the god of agriculture, horses (specifically domesticated horses) and the 
taming of Wild Places. Being a traveling god, he often took on lesser aspects of rest and 
refreshment - gifting his fellow travelers with a good nights' rest on the road.  By many, he was 
considered to be a god of order and organization and was recognized as Roxass the Just to 
guardsmen, officers of the law, judges and criminals seeking escape from justice.  Old stories tell 
of Raxas appearing as an average citizen or perhaps a guardsman, and tell of him intervening at 
an opportune moment to catch a run-away horse, reap an overgrown field, or lend aid to law-man 
bringing a criminal to justice.

As with most, Raxas is said to have a darker side as well.  To some of the more remote tribes and 
counties where temples to Raxas were more common, he is said to have appeared to the sick or 
dying as a figure dressed in white traveling robes.  In this form, he was said to have been a 
messenger of the underworld - protecting the gates of the Labyrinth and escorting wayward souls 
of the dead to their Judgment there. Priests wishing to perform resurrections - or evening heal 
terminal wounds - were said to have appealed to him for intervention.

Aspects – Agriculture, horses, traveling, rest, refreshment, order and organization, crime and law.
Imagery - Walking staff, bare footprint, horse shoe, hand scythe.
Temples - There are no surviving formal temples to Raxas but there is a effigy located in one of the 
Wild Places - the basin where he was initially deified.  This last remaining temple is watched over 
by an Elven Watcher.
Followers – There are no known followers of Raxas remaining, but there are many old stories of 



entire towns and cities bending their knee when he came calling.

Foramiire the Mystic -

Before even the oldest elves walked the earth, there were stories of the mystic race called the 
Formiir.  The first inhabitants of this world, they were lost during the fiery deluge known as the 
Rebirth.  Little is known of the Formiir, their appearance or even their culture – but they left behind 
a legacy in complex drawings on old ruins.  

Said by some to be a powerful race of Fae, though contemporary Fair Folk deny this fact, the oldest 
– or some say “largest” - of the Formiir was their founder, a male mystic called Foramiire.  Born 
mortal, or so contemporary scholars believe, he now represents Magic to some of the smaller, 
outlying villages and cultures of Everrun and much of the Northern Kingdom.  While officially not 
recognized in the Silver Temple, some Silver Halls do depict him as a Voice – or demi-god – under 
Hectus.  All contemporary images show Foramiire as a robed wizard wielding a staff – or 
sometimes sword – made of lightning or electrical energy.  His appearance varies greatly, though 
he is always male – and often elven – and always very large in stature and broad of shoulder.  Most 
carvings and paintings show him towering head and shoulders over the tallest of his worshippers.

The most commonly accepted story of this mysterious god tell that following his death during the 
Rebirth, Hectus approached Foramiire with an offer – Hectus offered him eternal life as a diety, if 
he would represent Hectus on earth as the god of Magic and Mysticism.  Though most historians, 
theologians and modern mages do not give much credit to this story, many do pay lip service to 
Foramiire before attempting a new or difficult ritual.

Aspects – Magic and Mysticism, especially the study of magic.
Imagery – A lightning bolt or crossed lightning bolts.
Temples – Though some small shrines to Foramiire exist in smaller villages, there have been no 
official temples to Foramiire since the early days of the Purge.
Followers – Mages, mystics and witch-doctors as well as some elves.


